INAUGURATION OF UNESCO-STUDENTS BIOETHICS UNIT AT SRI RAMACHANDRA UNIVERSITY
The inaugural event of the UNESCO - Students Bioethics unit had a stimulating start on August 2nd, 2017,
at Harvard Auditorium. All the constituent colleges under Sri Ramachandra university - Medical, Dental,
Pharmacy, Nursing, Physiotherapy, Allied Health science, Biomedical science, Management College
actively was involved. Ms. Harika Davulari (II Year MBBS student), was nominated Student Chair of this
wing, and Mr.Sanjeeva Raman (II Year MBBS student), was nominated as the Student Secretary. Student
representatives from various colleges were nominated as Executive members. Authorities, Principals
and chairpersons of various colleges under Sri Ramachandra University attended the inauguration.
Students from all streams of SRU actively participated in inauguration. The Bioethics wing has been
given the task of disseminating principles of bioethics across various stream of SRU.

Dr.A.Ravikumar, Dean Education & Vice Chairman of Bioethics unit at Sri Ramachandra Univerity gave
the “Welcome Address”. In his speech he emphasized the need for bioethics. He extended a warm
welcome to the gathering present in the auditorium.

Dr.Usha vishwanath , Secretary of UNESCO Bioethics Unit at Sri Ramachandra University, delivered the
overview of Bioethics Unit at SRU and the upcoming World Bioethics Day. She stated that since
inception of the “UNESCO Bioethics unit at SRU”, great care and lot of effort have been put in to
incubate and nature bioethics. She emphasized the need for continued effort for promoting “Bioethics”
at SRU.

Dr.K.Balaji Sigh, Dean of students addressed the gathering. He felt wonderful to see the number of
student’s representatives from various disciplines being a part of Bioethics Unit at SRU. He inspired the
gathering with his words.

Dr.Anadhan, Dean Medical College expressed his view that “Bioethics” should be applied to Allied health
sciences, Dentistry, Pharmacy etc. He was extremely proud of SRU for leading the way in ‘Bioethics’
domain and establishing separate students Bioethics Wing at SRU.

Dr.P.V.Vijayaraghavan, Vice Chancellor and Head of Bioethics Unit at SRU delivered the ‘Key note
address”. He began his speech by pointing out ho UNESCO Bioethics Unit came to existence at SRU. He
also talked about the “3T-IBHSc Course for Health Science Faculty” course which was held at SRU. He
said that the trainees of the program were highly benefitted who are now the steering committee
members of Bioethics Unit at Sri Ramachandra University. He also expressed his pleasure in inaugurating
a student wing for Biothics at SRU.

Dr.T.K.Parthasarathy, Professor of Eminence and Chief advisor at SRU awarded badges to the chair and
secretary of the newly formed Bioethics Students Wing at SRU.

Ms. Harika Davulari, Chairman Student’s Bioethics Unit at SRU addressed the gathering. She said “It’s an
ideal platform for students to inculcate a spirit of responsibility and a chance to showcase their

organizing skills”. She said she is privileged to be given the responsibility to be the chair of students
bioethics unit.

Mr.Sanjeeva Raman, Secretary Student’s Bioethics Unit at SRU said “Bioethics is a Black and White topic
but his team will bring about a change to that”

Dr.V.P.Karthik, Assistant Professor in Pharmacology and member of Bioethics’ Unit at SRU, Gave the
“Vote of Thanks”. He expressed his pleasure and gratitude to the gathering for gracing the
establishment of UNESCO- Bioethics Student Unit at Sri Ramachandra University.
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